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COEVOLUTION

“Thus I can understand how a 
flower and a bee might slowly
become, either simultaneously or 
one after the other, modified and 
adapted to each other in the most
perfect manner, by the continued
preservation of all the individuals
which presented slight deviations
of structure mutually favourable to 
each other." 
— Charles Darwin, The Origin of 
Species
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MOTIVATION

¢ Different systems “coevolve” 
� hosts and their parasites or pathogens 
� whole organisms and their genes 
� geographical areas and the species which inhabit them
� cultural traditions and populations 
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THE INGREDIENTS

Co-evolution

Gopher Lice 

*adapted from Penn, Dustin J(Apr 2001) Coevolution: Host–Parasite. In: eLS. John Wiley & Sons Ltd, Chichester. http://www.els.net 
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RECONCILIATIONS (1)

Cospeciation

Duplication

Duplication

Loss

Host switch

Co-phylogeny reconstruction problem • mapping/reconciliation f

f

Reconciliation method
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Very informally, a reconciliation is a mapping from the 
nodes of the parasite tree P to the nodes of the host tree 
H such that the leaf mapping function Φ is respected.
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RECONCILIATIONS (2)

Cospeciation

Duplication

Duplication

Loss

Host switch

Co-phylogeny reconstruction problem • mapping/reconciliation f

f

Reconciliation method
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CO-PHYLOGENY RECONSTRUCTION
PROBLEM (1)

� Determine reconciliations, given H, P and Φ
� Optimality of the solution: assigns a cost to each of the 

four types of events and then minimizes the total cost 
(Parsimony principle). 

� Aim: generate all the optimal reconciliations
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CO-PHYLOGENY RECONSTRUCTION
PROBLEM (2)

Time consistency

Time Feasibility

Time consistent
 reconciliation

HOST PARASITE

A B C D E

a b d b c e c e

A B C D E

Time inconsistent
 reconciliation

Time inconsistent
 reconciliationNP-hard. Polynomial

A B C D E

Checking acyclicity 
can be done in 

polynomial time!
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CO-PHYLOGENY RECONSTRUCTION
PROBLEM (3)

¢ Many papers and tools trying to solve this issue

The number of optimal reconciliations increases
rapidly even for small trees (exponential in the size of 
the trees). 

The size of the trees can be large. 

✔
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OUR PROBLEMS

¢ Either reduce the 
cardinality of or cluster 
the set of optimal
reconciliations
[with M. Gastaldello and 
M.-F. Sagot – CIBB ‘17]

Biologists want to see all possible
reconciliations, in order to understand which
ones are biologically feasible and which ones
are not.

Visualize a given
reconciliation in a “nice
and clear” way 
[with M. Patrignani and 
V. Di Donato – GD ‘17]
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“SIMILAR” RECONCILIATIONS (1)

¢ Almost nothing in the literature:
� similarity by event vectors
� Similarity as the smallest number of operations 

needed to change one reconciliation into an- other 
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the host) and host-switch (when the parasite speciate and one of its children is associated
to an incomparable host), while each arc (u, v) of S is associated to a certain number of
loss events l

(u,v) � 0 that is equal to the length of pathH(%(u), %(v)) if %(u) ⌫H %(v).
It is therefore possible to associate to each reconciliation % a vector E% = hec, ed, es, eli
[2], that we call event vector, where ec, ed, es and el denote the number of cospeciations,
duplications, host-switches and losses, respectively, that are in %.

Given a vector C = hcc, cd, cs, cli of real values that correspond to the cost of each
type of event, the most parsimonious (or optimal) reconciliations are the ones that min-
imise the total cost, i.e. that minimise cost(%) =

P
i2{c,d,s,l} ei ci.

We denote by R(H,S,�, C) the set of all optimal reconciliations from the tree S to
the tree H whose leaves are connected by means of the mapping �, and in which the
costs of the events are given by C.

Phylogenetic tree reconciliation is the approach commonly used to investigate the
coevolution of sets of organisms such as hosts and symbionts [6, 8].

However, a huge number of most parsimonious reconciliations are possible (see e.g.

[4]). While any biological interpretation of the underlying coevolution would require
that all optimal solutions are enumerated and examined, this is humanly unfeasible with-
out providing some sort of high level view of the situation. One approach allowing this
would be to extract a small number of representatives, based on some notion of similar-
ity between reconciliations.

To the best of our knowledge, only a few such notions have been proposed in the
literature. One of them is based on the comparison of the number of each one of the
four events (cospeciation, duplication, loss and host-switch): two reconciliations are
considered similar, and hence put in a same cluster, if they have the same number of
each event, i.e. if they have the same event vector [2]. However, it is not difficult to
find examples of very different reconciliations having the same number of each kind of
event. Two of them are given in Figures 1.a and 1.b.

In [3], the authors define some operators which enable to go from one reconcilia-
tion to another, and from this provide a similarity measure between two reconciliations
that is the smallest number of operations needed to change one reconciliation into an-
other. Unfortunately, with this approach, it can happen that reconciliations that appear
very similar have a rather high distance, as shown for example by Figures 1.c and 1.d.
Moreover, the complexity of computing the similarity between reconciliations remains
an open question, and there are thus no efficient algorithms for now.

a. b. c. d.

Figure 1: a. and b. Two reconciliations with the same event vector that nevertheless are
rather different. The grey tubes represent the host tree, while the black (plain or dotted)
lines inside the tubes represent the symbiont tree.
c. and d. Two reconciliations very similar with a possibly high distance (by adding
arbitrarily many host vertices on the right path from the root) based on the operators.
The roots of the symbiont trees are double lined to facilitate their recognition.

In this work, we try to overcome the above problems by proposing, in Section 2, two
equivalence relations that allow to identify many similar reconciliations with a single
one, thereby substantially reducing the number of reconciliations that are enumerated.
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“SIMILAR” RECONCILIATIONS (2)

¢ We introduced a new notion of metric to 
measure similarity between reconciliations:
� take into account host-switches
� R’ and R’’ are the same reconciliation iff they have 

the same host-switches
� Characteristic vector of each reconciliation (an item 

for each possible host-switch): relation with the 
Hamming distance of sufficiently long binary arrays 
(-> Hypercube)
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“SIMILAR” RECONCILIATIONS (3)
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“SIMILAR” RECONCILIATIONS (4)
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We selected 13 datasets which correspond to those also used in [4] and that are in-
dicated in that paper as GL, RH, FD, COG2085, COG3715, COG4964, COG4965, PP,
SFC, EC, PMP, PML, and Wolbachia. The latter is a dataset of our own which corre-
sponds to arthropod hosts and a bacterium genus, Wolbachia, living inside the cells of
their hosts. It represents a larger set (each tree has 397 leaves) than the others that were
taken from the literature and where the number of leaves varies between 13 to 100. We
performed the experiments using the most commonly used cost vectors, namely (0, 1,
1, 1), (0, 1, 2, 1), and (0, 2, 3, 1) which correspond also to those presented in [4].

In all the tables, # solutions indicates the number of all optimal reconciliations, while
# ⇠

1

, # ⇠
2

and # ⇠
2

+ ⇠
1

indicate the number of equivalence classes when relations
⇠

1

, ⇠
2

or both are applied; the last column, called NMR, indicates the value of the Nor-
malized Magnitude Reduction, rounded to two digits after the decimal point, which is
given by log(#sol)�log(#⇠1+⇠2))

log(#sol)
. Such value is one when all optimal solutions are reduced

to a single parsimonious reconciliation when applying the two equivalences. Inversely,
the closer this value is to zero, the less the two equivalences were able to reduce by
similarity the number of solutions.

Observe that for Wolbachia, the number of solutions is so huge that, for space reason,
we rounded the number to fit the table.

Table 1: Results for cost vector (0, 1, 1, 1).
Dataset # solutions # ⇠1 # ⇠2 # ⇠2 + ⇠1 NMR
GL 2 2 2 2 0
RH 42 42 8 8 0,44
FD 25184 22752 224 180 0,49
COG2085 44544 36224 11 4 0,87
COG3715 1172598 777030 1888 872 0,52
COG4964 224 224 2 2 0,87
COG4965 17408 17408 4 4 0,86
PP 5120 4480 344 280 0,34
SFC 184 160 16 10 0,56
EC 16 16 13 13 0,07
PMP 2 2 1 1 1
PML 180 160 33 21 0,41
Wolbachia ⇠ 3.19 · 1048 ⇠ 5.72 · 1047 ⇠ 9.33 · 105 ⇠ 7.68 · 104 0,90

Table 2: Results for cost vector (0, 1, 2, 1).
Dataset # solutions # ⇠1 # ⇠2 # ⇠2 + ⇠1 NMR
GL 2 2 2 2 0
RH 2208 368 1608 268 0,27
FD 408 180 48 20 0,50
COG2085 37568 3200 226 14 0,75
COG3715 9 7 4 2 0,68
COG4964 36 4 9 1 1
COG4965 640 576 4 3 0,83
PP 72 72 36 36 0,16
SFC 40 16 10 4 0,62
EC 18 18 18 18 0
PMP 2 2 1 1 1
PML 2 2 1 1 1
Wolbachia ⇠ 1.01 · 1047 ⇠ 3.77 · 1044 ⇠ 2.92 · 108 ⇠ 2.42 · 104 0,91

We now briefly comment the results presented in Tables 1 to 3. More detailed analy-
ses will be provided in the journal version of this paper.

First, note that it is not surprising that in the case of the cost vector (0, 1, 1, 1), there
are on average more optimal solutions than with the other cost vectors. This is due

With a cost vector promoting co-speciation and discouraging 
host-switch: (0,1,2,1)
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CLUSTERING RECONCILIATIONS

¢ More open questions than solutions:
� We would like to exploit the similarity with the 

Hypercube, but the set of all the reconciliations 
represent only a subset of the nodes of the 
hypercube

� Do the connected components have any biological 
meaning? apparently no…

� How to choose the cluster head?
� Is the cluster head really representative?
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FURTHER PROBLEMS

¢ Reconciliation comparison: 
� new metrics
� exact and approximate algorithms

¢ More realistic models:
� deal with errors in phylogenetic trees (the phylogenetic 

trees are assumed to be correct, which may be not the 
case…)

� φ is not a function: multiple hosts – multiple parasites (a 
single parasite can infect more than one host…)

� handle unrooted trees (many phylogenetic tree 
reconstruction algorithms produce unrooted trees; the 
outgroup method has the problem of the availability of a 
proper outgroup)
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VISUALIZING RECONCILIATIONS (1)

¢ Given H, P, φ and a reconciliation R, we have to:
draw H and P (on H) to highlight φ and R in a nice and clear 
way

Three main strategies
1. representing two paired trees
2. parasites are drawn inside their hosts
3. host tree is made of pipes and parasites are drawn

into the pipes

Strategy 1 Strategy 2 Strategy 3
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VISUALIZING RECONCILIATIONS (2)

Example of the 1st strategy:
¢ CoRe-PA
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VISUALIZING RECONCILIATIONS (3)

Example of the 1st strategy:
¢ Jane 4
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VISUALIZING RECONCILIATIONS (4)

Example of the 2nd strategy:
¢ CophyTrees
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Example of the 2nd/3rd strategy:
¢ Primetv
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VISUALIZING RECONCILIATIONS (6)

Example of the 3rd strategy:
¢ SylvX
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NEW METAPHOR: HP-DRAWINGS
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NEW METAPHOR: HP-DRAWINGS
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NEW METAPHOR: HP-DRAWINGS
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EVOLUTIONARY PHENOMENA

¢ Loss:
� a parasite is transmitted to one child but not to the other

child
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EVOLUTIONARY PHENOMENA

¢ Duplication:
� both the children of a node go down in the same “direction”
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EVOLUTIONARY PHENOMENA

¢ Host switch:
� a parasite is transmitted to a host that is not a descendant

of the current one
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OPTIMIZATIONS (1)

¢ Given H, P, φ and a reconciliation R, we would 
like to:
2. minimize the crossing number (not always 

possible to avoid crossings)
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OPTIMIZATION (2)

¢ Given H, P,φ and a 
reconciliation R, we 
would like to:
3. keep the mental map

passing from a 
reconciliation to another 
one (not so in 
CophyTrees)

31

OPTIMIZATIONS
(3)

Note: Our model makes 
easier to understand 
what happens and keep 
the mental map, while 
trying to minimize the 
crossing number. 32

OPTIMIZATIONS (4)
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PLANAR INSTANCES

¢ Given H, P,φ, construct the associated 
tanglegram:

Theorem: Every reconciliation 
on H, P, φ admits a planar 
representation iff the 
associated tanglegram is 
planar.

So, we speak about planar
and not planar instances.

Theorem: deciding whether a 
time-consistent reconciliation γ
admits an drawing with at most
k crossings is NP-complete. 34

AN EXAMPLE
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FURTHER PROBLEMS

¢ Test the tool: 
� Do biologists like this metaphor?

¢ Models with more information:
� handle additional information (e.g. geography) –

colors?
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DISTANCES BETWEEN PHYLOGENETIC TREES

¢ Different phylogenetic trees for the same group of species 
are often produced either by procedures that use diverse 
optimality criteria (parsimony, compatibility, max 
likelihood, …) or from different genes.

¢ Comparing these trees to find similarities (consensus) 
and dissimilarities (distance) is an important issue.

¢ There are a lot of known distances between rooted trees
� RF - Robinson-Foul
� NNI - Nearest neighbor interchange – NP-hard
� SPR – Subtree Prune & Regraft – NP-hard
� DL – based on reconciliations where host switches are not 

allowed (LCA)
� …

¢ Not very well studied their relations
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FURTHER PROBLEMS

¢ Compare different metrics
¢ Generalize to the unrooted case

� (In the case of species-gene trees) Plateau property

The RF cost is a well-established measure for the
comparative analysis of phylogenetic trees, which was
originally only defined for two rooted trees. Later, the RF
cost was extended to measure the cost from an unrooted
tree to a rooted tree by selecting the smallest RF cost of all
rooted versions of the unrooted tree with the rooted tree.
The unrooted version of the RF problem exhibits the plateau
property that is the base for a linear-time algorithm for the
unrooted RF distance [12].

Fig. 1 represents a summary of the applications that are
based on the plateau property, time, and space complexity
of corresponding algorithms that are building upon the
plateau property, as well as the improvement factors of
these algorithms to the best known (naı̈ve) solutions. Fig. 2
depicts an example study of the plateau property for the D,
L, DL, DC, and RF costs (these abbreviations are explained
in Fig. 1), or evolutionary costs where plateaus and land-
scapes are highlighted, and an embedding of an optimal
rooted gene tree into its species tree.

1.2 Contribution

Here, we describe, for the first time, a unified approach for
all of the unrooted problems:

1. We provide a condition, called consistency, which is
sufficient for a general cost function to satisfy the
plateau property.

2. We show the following relationships between cost
functions that are expressed in terms of plateaus:

D ! DL ¼ L # DC # RF; ð1Þ

where F # F 0 if and only if for every pair of gene
tree and a species tree the plateaus of F are a
subgraph of F 0, and F ¼ F 0 if the plateaus of F and
F 0 are equal. An example of these relationships is
depicted in Fig. 2.

3. We prove the same relationships for landscapes (see
Fig. 2 for definition).

4. We prove that the costs DL and L have the smallest
plateau among consistent costs (see Fig. 2).

In the next part of this paper, we focus on costs, called
factorizable costs, which can be expressed in terms of least
common ancestor mappings (lca-mappings):

5. All standard reconciliation costs (Fig. 2), but not RF,
are factorizable.

6. We study properties of factorizable costs in the
context of plateaus and landscapes by defining a
formal language of Boolean costs, whose elements
are formulas built over an alphabet consisting of
several logical and set-theoretic operators and
variables representing clusters. Every formula in
this language can interpreted as a cost function.
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Fig. 2. Tree reconciliation under the evolutionary costs D, L, DL, DC, and RF, which satisfy the plateau property. Bottom left: a rooted species tree S.
Top (5 trees): an unrooted gene tree G with detailed costs of rootings of G versus S for each cost function. Each edge e of G is decorated with the
cost computed for S and the rooting of G placed on e. Each plateau, which consists of the edges with the lowest cost (3 for D, 12 for L, DL 15 for DL,
20 for DC, and 10 for RF), is marked in red. G0 (located above S) is an optimal rooting of G. Please observe that this rooting is optimal for all costs.
Middle bottom: the embedding G0 into S with detailed gene duplication and gene loss events assignment. According to our knowledge, this is the
smallest example of trees that presents all proper inclusions between plateaus as given in (1). Moreover, we see that, in general, the plateau of D is
not a subset/superset of the plateau of DC or RF. In this paper, we also use a notion of landscape, which is the set of all flat nodes of a gene tree,
where a node is flat if it is internal and all three edges incident to it share the same rooting cost. All flat nodes are marked with hexagons. Note that
any internal node of a plateau is flat. Later, we show (Proposition 15) that among the above costs only RF and D can have flat nonplateau nodes. An
example of such a nonplateau flat node is shown in the RF-tree.
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